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Laura Martínez-García 2014

Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century English
Comedies as a New Kind ofDrama.

A Foucauldian Interpretation ofFamily Relations,
Sexuality, and Resistance as Psychological Power

Lewiston: Edwin Mellen Press.

Jorge Figueroa Dorrego
Universidade de Vigo, Spain

Laura Martínez-Carcía is a young researcher from the University of
Oviedo who is mainly interested in gender and cultural studies, and
usually facuses on the Restoration periodo The book reviewed here is
her firsl extensive publicalion and aims to apply the Foucauldian
notions of power and resistance to the analysis of four comedies of
the aforemenlioned period: William Wycherley's The Country Wile
(1675), George Etherege's The Man 01 Mode (1676), a11d 5usam1a
Centlivre's The Busybody (1709) and The Wonder ('7'4). The author
sees these plays as "points of resistance" (ii) in the transition frOlTI

what Foueault calls the "deployment of allianee" to the "deployment
of sexuality" during the early modern periodo 5he really seems to
ainl high, because she claims that with this book she hopes to open
new ways to study Restoration eomedy (i) a11d make the readers
"fall in lave wilh a period that has a wealth of things lo olfer, bul
whieh has been unfairly neglected a11d ignored for far too long" (vi).
So, as Dr Álvarez Faedo states in the foreword, this is certainly "an
an1bitious study" (iv). The enthllsiaSlTI with which Martínez-García
devales herself to 5uch challenging undertaking is clear in the nlare
than four hundred pages that follow.

Alter the prefatory sections of the abstract, forward, prefaee and
acknowledgelnents, the lnain core of the study is divided into five
chapters befare reaching its conclusions. The first is entitled "The
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plays in context: history, literature and criticism" (pp. 3-32). This is
an introductory section in which the author presents the corpus of
her study and justifies the choice 01 those abovementioned plays,
two written by male authors in the 1670S and the other two by a
lemale dramatist 01 the first decades 01 the eighteenth century. With
this selection, Martinez-García intends to provide a "complete scope
01 the perceptions 01 gender and sexuality at the time" (7), although,
bearing in lllind the title and the aillls stated aboye, one would
expect a more extensive corpus. She also explains that she will use
the tags Restoration comedies and comedies of manners to reler to the
lour texts in a loase manner, simply to avoid repetition and because
01 a lack 01 more appropriate terms, since she considers labels such
as sex comedies, for instance, "too negative and judgelllental," as well
as too restrictive. Besides, she believes that Centlivre's plays caml0t
be really considered sentimental comedies, as they have been often
called. Although it is debatable whether all these texts may really fit
into the category 01 comedies of manners, it is tmderstandable lar the
sake of convenience. However, what is definitely incorrect is to
consider Restoration comedy a genre, because this denomination
makes relerence to comic plays written at a particular period 01 time
rather than to a type of text with comnl0n generic lnarkers. The first
chapter also includes a briel historical contextualization and a
concise review of literary criticism about late seventeenth-century
cOlnedies.

The lollowing section, "Reconstructing the Restoration" (pp. 35
76), is designed to be "an archaeology 01 the discourses 01 truth" that
dominated during the period 01 this study (35). For this purpose,
Martúlez-García uses Foucault's theories on the evolution of both the
punitive system, in Discipline and Punishment (1977), and the notion
01 power, in his History of Sexuality (1978). She is particularly
interested in Foucault's explanation of how in the early ll10dern
period there was a gradual change in ptmishment practices lrom the
- often public - physical punishment 01 medieval times to the
seizure of property and restriction of freedOln after the eighteenth
century. Yet she is even more concerned with the parallel shift lrom
the repressive relations 01 power typical 01 the "deployment 01
alliance" towards a seemingly more humane - though eventually
more controlling - model 01 relations that is characteristic 01 the
"deployrnent 01 sexuality." Both systems sought to buttress the
patriarchal power 01 rich, educated, middle-aged men over all their
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dependanls (women, children, and servanls), bul lhe philosophical,
lnedical, and lnoral discourses used are different. As the theoretical
basis of the ensuing study, the contents of this chapter are certainly
pertinent, but what seelns inappropriate is the heading, because no
actual recollstructíon of the late Stuart periad is explained there.
Similarly, lhe heading 01 section 2.2, "Rediscovering lhe 17'" and lSth

centuries," can hardly be considered suitable fay what we read in
lhose six pages.

Chapter 3 is entitled IIPower, sexuality and resistance: identity in
Resloration comedy" (pp. 79-139). Here lhe aulhor analyses how lhe
lhree playwrighls, according lo her, reject lhe deploymenl 01 alliance
by condemning lhe practice 01 arranged marriage in lheir plays, bul
lhey also seem lo be suspicious aboul lhe deploymenl 01 sexualily.
For lhis analysis, Marlinez-García divides lhis chapler inlo lwo
sections: one focusing on the changing notions on ll1anhood, and the
olher on lhe shifling views on womanhood. In bolh cases she pays
attention to biological and philosophical theories, the ll1anner in
which age and luarital status interacted with gender hierarchies to
produce a complex map 01 power relalions, and how lhese ideas 01
gender and sexuality conditioned the notion of honour and,
consequently, the behaviour of nlen and women in the early modern
periodo

In lhe nexl chapler, "Power and lhe lamily: palriarchy and social
order" (pp. '43-232), lhe aulhor seIs oul lo analyse lhe chosen plays
by locusing on lhe lype 01 lamily relalions lheir characters have. She
is especially inleresled in lhe clash between parenls and children
regarding the choice of spouse, and in the conflict between husbands
and wives as a result 01 adulterous affairs. According lo Marlínez
Carcía, the three dralnatists whose plays are shldied here condemn
not only arranged marriage but also lnarital violence and repression.
For her, lhe lyrannical lalhers and husbands shown in lhese
comedies are represenlalive 01 lhe old deploymenl 01 alliance !hal
was gradually being replaced by lhe new deploymenl 01 sexualily.
By ridiculing lhose men on slage, lhe playwrighls seem lo delend
lhe idea lhal marriage should be based on affection and respecl
rather than on social and financial interests, and to favour less
repressive relalions wilhin lhe lamily in general.

Chapler 5, "Power and resislance: disruptive identities" (pp. 235
392), is lhe mosl exlensive and is subdivided inlo two main parls:
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one about characters that Martínez-García considers gender
"misfits" or "unlikely men and women" (237), and one that analyses
the endings of the plays. The first of these sludies certain characters
that the author deen1s subversive because they disrupt established
notions of gender roles, such as libertines (both lnale and fernale),
eunuchs, rnale gossips, rneek rnen, fops, jealous rnen and wornen,
cuckolds, witty heroínes, and the "New Centlemen-Rakes" (348).
The use of the plural in sorne of these categories does not seern
justified, sínce she only talks about one male gossip (Marplot in The
BlIsybody), one meek man (Young Bellair in The Mlln of Mode), and
one (false) eunuch (Horner ín The COllntry Wife, who is not really
castrated and is, in fact, also included in the category of male
libertine). The rest are aH recurrent characters in Restoration con1edy
and need no explanation here. Martínez-García calls "new
gentlemen rakes" those rakish heroes in Centlivre's plays, such as
Colonel Briton or Sir Charles, who are less cold and cynical than
Horner and Dorimant, and therefore less offensive to audiences of
the early eighteenth century, although still far from the
contenlporary ideal of a gentlelnan. For the author, these deviant
characters represent a1ternative identities that challenge the
hegelnonic discourses of the periodo What is not clear is whether she
is aware that sorne are presented as heroes and heroines whereas
others are ridiculed on stage, and the difference this is supposed to
nlake for their interpretation. Fops, cuckolds, and jealous people
may be considered misfits, but certainly not subversive or with new
identities to prornote. This is even more problelnatic when we see
that Martínez-García opens a brief section in order to argue that the
very dran1atists then1selves are also lnisfits because their private
lives confinn their conlrnihnent to resistance against social and
gender roles. Probably Wycherley and Etherege sympathised with
Horner and Dorilnant, and Centlivre with her witty heroines, but it
is surely doubtful that they sympathised with their fops and
cuckolds.

In tlle sixth section of this book, entitled "General conclusions:
From the Leprosarium to the Panopticon" (pp. 395-411), the author
sumlnarises a series of conclusions that she has made explicit
throughout the previous chapters. Basically, she argues that the
period between the reigns of Charles II and Queen Anne is a
transitional age in Britain, a shift towards n10dernity that can be
explained with the help of Foucau1t's theories about the evolution of
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the penal system and the conception of sexuality. Applying these
theories to her analysis of the plays she selected, Martinez-García
reaches the conclusion tha.t they are "spaces of resistance where a
group of rebellious characters, living in the fringes of normality and
preseriptioll, propase new and revolutionary gender roles fay a free
society" (406). After these conclusions, the author registers the
bibliographical references she has used for this monograph (pp. 4"5
39). It is an extensive list that includes the most important studies of
Restoration comedy and about gender issues in the early modern
periodo But as usual, OIle misses the work of authors that would be
worth taking into account as well, such as J. Douglas Canfield, Brian
Corman, Derek Hughes, Susan Owen, Deborah Payne, and Harold
Weber, among others, and texts of the late Shlart period that deal
with nlarriage, sexuality, and gender roles. However, OIle is also
aware that it is not easy to have access to a complete bibliography,
and Martúlez-García has really worked with an extensive range of
crities.

The maU1 problem of this book is perhaps the title, which creates
expectations that the contents do not satisfy. The title suggests this
will be a study covering many plays and authors of the two centuries
mentioned, and about how English comedy changes during that
period. Instead, we fU1d a Shldy of only four pieces, and no matter
how important and u1terestu1g tl1ey may be, tl1ey can hardly meet
the expectations generated. The title may not be the one the author
had in mind originally, as seems to be indicated on page 6, where it
is referred to as: POloer, sexuality, identíty and resistance: a llew approach
ta the 1Uorks of Etherege, Wycherley, and Centlil're. This would have
been a much nl0re appropriate title, since it conveys what the
monograph is about, and it would not have been so misleading. Still,
a reference to other plays by tl10se three playwrights, and to other
cOluedies of the periad, would have been nseful. Even if the reader
considers the published title inaccurate (whether by the author's
decision or -lnost likely - the publisher's), and that there was never
an intention to cover the whole eighteenth century, the explicit ailn
of showing the evolution from the deployment of alliance to the
deployn1ent of sexuality points to the convenience of including other
works where this nlay be more evident. No wonder the author is
forced to admit that it is difficult for her to fU1d examples of
characters that may ref1ect the lnodern concepts of the deploYlnent
of sexuality in the plays she focuses on (PP.145 and 209-10). So, why
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not analyse plays where that could really be found? Choosing texts
and restricting periods fm the purposes of analysis have always been
complicated tasks. That said, the book is an insightful study of the
four texts chosen, and 1 wannly encourage the author to continue
researching on the Restoration period, which is certainly a
fascinating moment in English history and provides plenty of texts
and issues worth our attention.
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